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endless nightmare: hospital is a horror game which
has a dark and bloody hospital with a lot of patients
inside. you are a doctor who accidentally woke up

and everything is so frightening. suddenly, you hear
a noise and a figure suddenly appears in front of you.
will you be able to escape from the hospital? as the
game progresses, you will meet many people like

you, who have the same dream. endless nightmare:
hospital is a pretty scary game, a perfect game for

horror lovers! this game is a great challenge, you will
discover many interesting locations in the game,

such as a greenhouse, a garage, and an old
laboratory. you will also have to fight with zombie

patients in the game. the game is also a good choice
for fans of horror movies. we have collected a lot of

horror movies, including blair witch, the shining,
dawn of the dead, saw, etc. some great scenes are

also added to the game, such as the maze, the
slaughterhouse, the roof, the sewage system, and
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many other places. this is not a normal survival
game, but a nightmare survival game with a lot of

blood and gore, and you will have to fight with
zombies in the game. when you open the game, you
will be in the abandoned hospital. you will need to

find the exit and be able to escape from the hospital,
and you will have to fight with the zombie patients

who are waiting for you. endless nightmare: hospital
is a pretty scary game, a perfect game for horror
lovers! this game is a great challenge, you will

discover many interesting locations in the game,
such as a greenhouse, a garage, and an old

laboratory. you will also have to fight with zombie
patients in the game. the game is also a good choice
for fans of horror movies. we have collected a lot of

horror movies, including blair witch, the shining,
dawn of the dead, saw, etc. some great scenes are

also added to the game, such as the maze, the
slaughterhouse, the roof, the sewage system, and

many other places. the game is a first-person
shooter, and you will have to choose your weapons
and kill the zombie patients. you will also have to

face the army of zombies in the game. this game is
not only a scary game, but also a great challenge.
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the first tip i found in the game is the fact that in the
game, there are no items to gather or craft. you have
only one option, which is to gather resources, that is,

to gather the resources that are necessary to
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survive. these resources are wood, iron, stone, stone
and wood, of course, these are not the only resources
that can be gathered in the game, and we will come
back to that later in the tips. that's why i think that

the first tip i found in the game is very important, as
it reminds you that you are in a survival game, you

have no tools to craft, you can only gather resources,
and those resources are of course important to

survive. the earth is completely different now. an
unknown epidemic almost finished humanity,

doomed it to an everlasting struggle for survival.
virtually your entire inhabitants turned into

bloodthirsty zombies. the apocalypse struck and
cities were overrun with the strolling useless. the

army dropped nuclear bombs in probably the most
contaminated areas, nevertheless, it was too late.
the epidemic is out of control. all hope was lost.

people fled their cities to look for shelter from the
strolling useless. they began creating shelters to
survive the last days in a new post*apocalyptic

landscape. struggle. gather resources. build your
shelter. survive! this version meets us with a

destroyed main screen in which most of the buttons
are not working. you can only create a world in

survival. the version is calm at first and studies us.
but then it takes effect. from the usual sound

changes to the release of the glitch itself. everything
possible can happen in it: the stack can change the
value, blocks can not have a name, change the unit

of experience, etc. instead of the usual music,
eternal, untiring white noise that can drive everyone
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mad. you can never figure out what the game will do.
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